The Bose-Einstein correlation (BEC) in forward region (2.0 < η < 4.8) measured at 7 TeV in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) by the LHCb collaboration is analyzed using two conventional formulas of different types named CFI and CFII. The first formula is well known and contains the degree of coherence (λ) and the exchange function E 2 BE from the BE statistics. The second formula is an extended formula (CFII) that contains the second degree of coherence λ2 and the second exchange function E 2 BE 2 in addition to CFI. To examine the physical meaning of the parameters estimated by CFII, we analyze the LHCb BEC data by using a stochastic approach of the three-negative binomial distribution and the three-generalized Glauber-Lachs formula. Our results reveal that the BEC at 7 TeV consisted of three activity intervals defined by the multiplicity n ( [8, 18] , [19, 35], and [36, 96]) can be well explained by CFII.
Introduction
An analysis of the Bose-Einstein correlation (BEC) reported by LHCb collaboration [1] is an interesting prospect because the data are measured in the forward region (2.0 < η < 4.8) at 7 TeV, and the number of data points is large (390). In the report of the BEC, the authors used the following conventional formula:
where λ 1 and E 2 BE are the degree of coherence and the exchange function between the same charged pions according to the BE statistics, respectively. The exchange function can be expressed as follows:
exp(−(RQ)) (Exponential function) (E), exp(−(RQ) 2 ) (Gaussian distribution) (G),
where Q = −(p 1 − p 2 ) 2 is the root of the momentum transfer square. For applications of Eqs. (1) and (2), we introduce a normalization factor and a long-range correlation effect of c(1 + δ). The results generated using Eqs. (1) and (2) with the exponential function (E) and the Gaussian distribution (G) are presented in Table 1 . As can be seen in the table, the χ 2 values are greater than the data points. In this study, we investigate whether CF I (Eq. (1)) could describe the BEC measured by the LHCb collaboration. This means that we also have to examine the extended formulas presented in [2] [3] [4] [5] . 1 To discover how the estimated parameters (λ and R) are different from those in Eq. (1), we apply the following extended conventional formula (CF II ) for the analysis of the BEC:
In the above formula, λ 2 is the second degree of coherence. The second exchange function is highly similar to Eq. (2) but gives a different value for the interaction range R 2 . In applying Eq. (3) to the BEC, we select 1 In Ref. [3] , for N BG , an identical separation between two ensembles with α 1 and α 2 is assumed. For no-separation between them, the following formula is obtained: N (2+: 2−) /N BG = 1 + (a 1 /s)E 2 1 + (a 2 /s)E 2 2 , where s = a 1 + a 2 = α 1 n 1 2 + α 2 n 2 2 (see succeeding Ref. [4] ) works in the present analysis. (1) and (2) .
Activity interval Eq. (2)
R (fm) λ δ (×10 −2 GeV −1 ) χ 2 /ndf Low (E) 1.01 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.01 8.9 ± 0.2 591/386 [8, 18] (G) 0.68 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.00 5.4 ± 0.2 1979/386 Medium (E) 1.48 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.01 4.9 ± 0.1 623/386 [19, 35] (G) 0.88 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.00 3.7 ± 0. We then have to perform 1,000 trials using the CERN MINUIT program, because CF II contains additional parameters (R 2 and λ 2 ). Our use of CF II is described in more detail in appendix A. According to our CF II calculations, we obtain several ensembles specified by χ 2 values and degree of emergence (d.e.) which is defined by the ratio of the number of the χ 2 ensembles with the same χ 2 value to the 1,000 trials.
(d.e.) = the number of ensembles with the same χ 2 the number of trials (1,000)
As is seen in Fig. 2 , we observe two ensembles specified by ((d.e.), χ 2 values). Thus we compare R's by CF I in Table 1 and R 1 's by CF II in Table 2 , because the second term of the right hand side (RHS) of CF II may correspond to the second one in CF I . In other words, the third term of the RHS of CF II is regarded as the correction term to the second term, because λ 1 's > λ 2 's. Our result by Eq. (3) is given in Fig. 1 and Table 2 . Table 2 : Results obtained using Eqs. (2) and (3). As the next step, we have to elucidate physical meaning of λ 1 and λ 2 in a different point of view. For our purpose, we would like to consider the stochastic approach, first of all, the three-negative binomial distribution (T-NBD). Actually, in Ref. [3] [4] [5] , we have shown that the degrees of coherence (λ 1 and λ 2 ) are calculated by stochastic approach, i.e., the three-negative binomial distribution (T-NBD). The T-NBD formula is expressed as
where α 1 + α 2 + α 3 = 1.0. n and k are the average multiplicity and the intrinsic parameters, respectively. In this paper, we use Eq. (4) to analyze the multiplicity distribution (MD) data obtained by the LHCb collaboration [7, 8] . The moments of Eq. (4) can be calculated as follows: The BEC is calculated using Eq. (5) and the weight factor α i 's. Before performing concrete calculations using T-NBD, we have to demonstrate physical correspondence between the three components and a classification of the LHC collisions. Analyses by T-NBD performed in [6] , [3] , and [5] have revealed that a variety of MDs at the LHC can be explained with very small χ 2 values. This may be attributed to the fact that the first component with α 1 corresponds to non-diffractive dissociation (ND), the second one with α 2 /or α 3 does to single diffractive dissociation (SD), and the third one with α 3 /or α 2 does to double diffractive dissociation (DD) [9] [10] [11] : Moreover, T-NBD demonstrates an interesting oscillatory pattern that can be explained by the stochastic theory [12] [13] [14] . Those previous findings support the hypothesis that T-NBD would work well in an analysis of MD from the LHC.
The second section presents our analysis of the MD measured at 7 TeV using T-NBD. Using T-NBD parameters, we are able to determine the degrees of coherence necessary for the analysis of the BEC. The third section presents our analysis of the BEC using the formulas determined in the second section, and the fourth section presents concluding remarks and discussions. Appendix A presents the details on our use of CF II . Appendix B presents our calculations of the MDs at three activity intervals using T-NBD. Appendix C presents the framework of the three-generalized Glauber-Lachs (T-GGL) formula [15] [16] [17] [18] along with its use in the calculation of several physical quantities. Appendix D presents the optics branching equation [18] and the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) equation [19, 20] .
Analysis of MD using T-NBD
The multiplicity distribution (MD) measured by the LHCb collaboration is reported in [7] and [8] . Making use of Eq. (4), we are able to analyze these data. The results obtained using the minimum χ 2 value (0.044) are shown in Fig. 3 .
Making use of the values presented in Table 3 , we are able to calculate several moments throughout the three activity intervals. These are presented in Appendix B. (4)). χ 2 = 0.044.
Because the second moment in the low activity interval is expressed as the first T-NBD component (i = 1) (with a = + or a = −), the following holds:
where the ratio β 1 = n a 1 (n a 1 − 1) low / n 1 (n 1 − 1) tot is playing a role of the weight factor. We can also calculate similar quantities for the second and third components (i = 2, 3). These calculations must be introduced because it is not possible to discover the relations between n a 1 (n a 1 − 1) and k 1 . In our analysis of the MD for the same charged particles, we perform the following replacements (see [3] [4] [5] ):
Moreover, to describe the Q-dependence of the BEC, we have to use the exchange functions E 2 BE1 , E 2 BE2 , and E 2 BE3 . We thus obtain the following formula with s =α 1 +α 2 +α 3 :
where λ Table 4 , we are able to analyze the BEC. The results are presented in Fig. 4 and Table 5 . At the low activity interval, the contribution of λ
because it is very small (0.022).
3 Analysis of BEC by Eq. (7) Making use of the calculated λ (T-N) i 's in Table 4 and Eq. (7), we are able to analyze the BEC by LHCb collaboration. The results of the analysis are in Fig. 4 and Table 5 . Table 5 : Results of the BEC data. * ) refers to the effective degree of coherence (see Table 13 ). For the sake of simplicity, we assumed that E BE1 = E BE4 for BEC (T-G) . For the three activity intervals, the long-range correlation was δ = (9. At the low activity interval, the parameters estimated by CF II (Eq. (3) ) are different from those estimated by BEC (T-N) (Eq. (7)). At the medium activity interval, the λ 1 and λ 2 calculated by CF II are almost the same as those calculated by T-NBD. At the high activity interval, the differences between CF II and BEC (T-N) becomes very small because the λ 1 and λ 2 calculated by T-NBD are approximately degenerated and R 1 and R 2 are almost the identical.
It should be noted that we also obtain results using double negative binomial distribution (D-NBD; Appendix B). We are not able to reproduce better χ 2 values using this method (see Table 10 in Appendix B).
Moreover, several calculations made using the three-Generalized Glauber-Lachs (T-GGL) formula are presented in Appendix C, and the numerical values are also shown therein. The results obtained using the T-GGL equation are included in Table 5 .
Next, we investigated the reasons for the large discrepancies within the low activity interval shown in Table 5 . According to the values presented in Table 5 , λ 1 ≫ λ 2 is observed at the low activity interval, meaning that the production region in λ 1 differed significantly from that in λ 2 . Thus, we adopt a simple subtraction method: 
The results obtained by CF II|δ (Eq. (8)) are summarized in Table 6 . As can be seen Table 6 , the coincidences among CF II|δ , BEC (T-N|δ) , and BEC (T-G|δ) are improved. Thus, differences among CF II , BEC (T-N) , and BEC (T-G) in the low activity interval seen in Table 5 can be attributed to the geometrical arrangement situations shown in Fig. 5 . Table 6 : Results obtained using CF II|δ (Eq. (8)) replacing δE 2 BE2 = (E 2 BE2 − E 2 BE1 ) from Eq. (7), BEC (T-N|δ) , and BEC (T-G|δ) .
Low activity
Func. 
Concluding remarks and discussions
C1) A second conventional formula CF II with two degrees of coherence (λ 1 and λ 2 ) is proposed. This formula contains four free parameters: λ 1 , λ 2 , R 1 , and R 2 . They are determined by the MINUIT program by assigning random variables to the four parameters (λ 1 , λ 2 , R 1 , and R 2 ) at the starting points. c = 0.9 and δ = 0.0 in c(1 + δQ) are the initial values in our calculation.
C2)
We analyze data on the BEC found at 7 TeV by the LHCb collaboration using Eqs. (1)-(4). The results shown in Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1 indicate that two degrees of coherence are necessary for analyzing BECs. The correct formula is probably associated with the physical processes of the MD with weight factors α i .
C3) An analysis of BEC (T-N)
using T-NBD is presented (Eq. (7)). In this case λ are calculated using Eq. (7) (see Table 4 ). In Appendix B, results on the BEC obtained using D-NBD are presented. D-NBD is not able to explain the 7 TeV BEC data measured by the LHCb collaboration using the numerical values shown in Table 10 . In the low activity interval section of Table 5 , χ 2 = 856 (determined by T-NBD) is the largest value. This can be attributed to the fact that λ 1 = 0.83. On the contrary, in medium and high intervals, the problem mentioned above does not occur. (see Tables 5 and  11- 13) . The analysis of MD by the T-GGL including P GGL4 is presented in Fig. 6 .
C5) The results obtained using Eq. (3) (CF II ) and those obtained with Eq. (7) (T-NBD) are nearly consistent with one another. However, the results generated by BEC (T-G) with calculated values based on T-GGL are nearly consistent with those generated by Eq. (3) (CF II ).
C6) The geometrical situation arrangements of the BECs at the three activity intervals are almost the same. An exponential function is used to describe the component with α 1 , and a Gaussian distribution is used to describe the second and third components with α 2 and α 3 .
D1)
Provided that the present physical picture is correct, it can be concluded that the branching equation, including the death term, the birth term, and the immigration term, plays an important role in the collisions at the LHC. A concrete expression of this is shown in Appendix D. When the continuous KNO scaling variable z = n/ n [21] is introduced, the branching equation becomes the Fokker-Planck equation. From Eq. (13), the Feller stochastic process can be derived [16, 20, 22] . Our analysis of Eq. (15) is presented in Fig. 7 in Appendix D. Table 11 are used.
D2)
For the sake of comparison, we examine the data on BEC at 7 TeV generated by the CMS collaboration [23] (see Ref. [5] ). We choose these data because of the similarity of the energy level (7 TeV) and the large number of data points (197) . Our results by CF II , BEC (T-N) , CF II|δ , and BEC (T-N|δ) with (d.e.) are presented in Table 7 . It can be seen that the χ 2 value is improved compared with our previous analyses (802→655). 3. Finally, we observe the distribution of χ 2 values in each 100-trial group to investigate the uniformity of the random variables. Table 8 shows that there is a clear uniformity in the data. We then calculate the (d.e.) of the sets in Table 8 as follows:
degree of emergence (d.e.) = the number of ensembles with the same χ 2 the number of trials (1 k =1,000)
It is found that the first group with the largest (d.e.) corresponds to the real physical phenomena that are measured.
B Moments in three activities measured by T-NBD
Using Eq. (4), we are able to analyze the MD at 7 TeV collected by the LHCb collaboration. Using the parameters shown in Table 3 , we compute several moments at each of the three activities, shown in Table 9 .
From these values, we are able to obtain the degrees of coherence of the T-NBD results shown in Table 4 . Table 9 : Analysis of moments at the three activity intervals by the T-NBD shown in Table 3 and additional estimated parameters. n n 1 n 2 n 3 n 1 (n 1 − 1) n 2 (n 2 − 1) n 3 (n 3 − 1) [1, 7] 1.78 3.20 0.371 7.00 11.59 1.76 [8, 18] In addition to the analysis of MD at 7 TeV using T-NBD, we perform a similar analysis using D-NBD. Using the same procedure as that used for T-NBD, we are able to obtain the final formula for the BEC. Various papers related D-NBD are referred in [24] [25] [26] [27] .
The results shown in Table 10 indicate that T-NBD does not work well for the analysis of the BEC measured by the LHCb collaboration in particular in medium and high activities.
C T-GGL formula framework
The generalized Glauber-Lachs formula [15, 16] can be expressed as: where p = 1/(1 + γ) (γ = n co / n chao ) and L (kG−1) n is the Laguerre polynomial, where n co and n chao are the average multiplicities of the coherent component and chaotic component, respectively. The T-GGL formula is expressed as
For the charged particle distributions, we assign k (±) G = 2 to the positively and negatively charged distribution. For the identical particle distributions, we assign k (+) G = k (−) G = 1 to positively and negatively charged distributions [15, 16, 18] . For the fractional parameter k N = 1.603 in Table 3 obtained using T-NBD, we would like to adopt a T-NBD decomposition rule in the T-GGL formula, whose index k G is specified by integers.
Using the second moment of the two frameworks, we obtain the following equation with parameters derived from NBD on the left-hand side (LHS) and GGL on the right-hand side (RHS):
where the first term on the RHS denotes the charged particle distributions, and the second and third term terms on the RHS denote the positive and the negative distributions, respectively. When k N is used, we obtain β = 0.75. This means that the charged particle distribution given by the NBD (with k N = 1.6) can be decomposed into a charged particle distribution with k (±) G = 2 and that with an identical particle distribution with k 
The components with weight factor (1 − β)/2 contain the same charged pion ensembles: (π + , π + π + , π + π + π + + · · · ) and (π − , π − π − , π − π − π − + · · · ). These ensembles appear to be different collections of the same pion. Using Eqs. (9)-(12), we determine the values of the T-GGL parameters, which are shown in Table 11 . Using the values presented in Table 12 , we determine the degrees of coherence using T-GGL. The results are shown Table 13 . Table 11 , and the parameters estimated using T-GGL. n n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4 n 1 (n 1 − 1) n 2 (n 2 − 1) n 3 (n 3 − 1) n 4 (n 4 − Table 13 : The three degrees of coherence at the three activity intervals. Effective degrees of coherence are the sum of two coefficients at the three activity intervals.
Activity interval λ
(T-G) 1
D Generalized Glauber-Lachs formula
To describe the MD at 7 TeV measured by the LHCb collaboration, we use Eq. (4) (NBD) and Eq. (9) (GGL). These are solutions to the following branching equation from laser optics [18] and quasi-QCD [16, 19, 20] :
∂P (n, t) ∂t = −λ 0 [P (n, t) − P (n − 1, t)] + λ 1 [(n + 1)P (n + 1, t) − nP (n, t)]
where λ 0 , λ 1 , and λ 2 are the immigration term (cf. quark (q) → quark (q) + gluon (g)), the death term (cf. gluon (g) → q +q) and the birth term (cf. g → g + g), respectively. Solutions to Eq. (13) are given by Eqs. (4) and (9) . These make use of the initial conditions δ n,0 and n co n e − nco /n! (the Poisson distribution for the coherent state), respectively.
Through hadronization (the quark-hadron duality), these become suitable candidates for describing MD with k = λ 0 /λ 2 as follows:
(q +q) + (q +q) + (q +q) + · · · hadronization − −−−−−−−−−−−−− → π (±) + π (±) + π (±) + · · · . From Eq. (13) and the inverse Poisson transformation, we can obtain the following KNO scaling function expressed by the modified Bessel function that is a solution in the Feller process [22] :
The KNO scaling function in terms of the T-GGL formula including ψ kG=1 (z/r 4 , p 4 ) is expressed as
where 4 i=1 α i = 1.0 and r i = n i / n . By making use of Eq. (15) and numerical values concerning T-GGL formula, we can examine the KNO scaling distribution at 7 TeV by LHCb collaboration in Fig. 7 . It can be fairly well explained by Eq. (15) . The coincidence between empirical data and Eq. (15) shown in Fig. 7 may support the usefulness of Eqs. (11) and (12) mentioned in Appendix C. Finally it is worthwhile to mention a modified branching equation: No death term (λ 2 = 0) in Eq. (13) was studied in Ref. [28] . Very recently a modified combinant analysis of that solution has been investigated in [29] .
